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         Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined signifi cance 
(MGUS) is characterised by the presence of a monoclonal 
paraprotein in the blood, without the characteristic end organ 
damage seen in multiple myeloma. MGUS is more common in 
older age groups and has a risk of progression to myeloma of 
1% per year. Population screening is not currently recommend-
ed, but retrospective studies have suggested improvements in 
myeloma outcomes in those under MGUS follow-up; in addi-
tion, MGUS has associated complications, including fracture, 
osteoporosis, renal disease and infection, which can be treated. 
Given this increasing evidence of disease related directly to 
MGUS, strategies for early identifi cation might be needed. In 
this review, we discuss the complications of MGUS and whether 
MGUS fulfi ls the criteria needed to implement a screening 
programme. We also highlight areas where more evidence is 
needed, including identifi cation of a higher risk population to 
make screening more practical and economically viable.   
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  Introduction 

 Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) 

is a plasma cell disorder, often recognised as a precursor stage 

in the development of multiple myeloma.  1   The monoclonal 

(M) paraprotein that characterises MGUS is produced by a 

clonal population of plasma cells, which produce an abnormal 

immunoglobulin (IgG, IgA, IgM, IgE, IgD or light-chain only), 

detectable by serum or urine protein electrophoresis, where the 

abnormal paraprotein appears as a ‘band’ or ‘spike’. 

 MGUS has three key diagnostic features: (a) the presence of 

a monoclonal paraprotein within the serum, at a level <30 g/L; 

(b) a proliferation of clonal plasma cells within the bone marrow, 

but forming <10% of the bone marrow; and (c) absence of 

features of the typical end-organ damage associated with 
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multiple myeloma.  2   On detection of a monoclonal paraprotein, 

the presence of underlying haematological malignancy should 

be excluded.  3   Presence of a higher level of paraprotein, a higher 

percentage of plasma cells within the bone marrow, or end-organ 

damage related to the plasma cell disease is representative of 

smouldering multiple myeloma or symptomatic multiple myeloma, 

rather than of MGUS (Fig  1 ).  

 The prevalence of MGUS increases with age. The median age at 

diagnosis is 70 years,  4   affecting 3.2% of those over 50, increasing 

to 8.9% of over 85-year olds.  5   MGUS is most often diagnosed as 

an incidental finding during investigations for other conditions in 

patients with other comorbidities.  6   Rates of MGUS vary depending 

on ethnicity, with studies conducted in the USA showing a rate 

three times higher in black Americans compared with Caucasians.  7   

 Several mechanisms have been suggested to account for the 

development of MGUS, including cytogenetic and bone marrow 

microenvironment changes. Chromosomal translocations are 

common, often involving regions responsible for the heavy-chain 

component of immunoglobulin. The most common translocation 

is t(11;14)(q13;q32), a translocation between the Ig heavy-chain 

locus on chromosome 14 and the gene encoding Cyclin D1 on 

chromosome 11, which has been demonstrated in 25% of patients 

with MGUS.  8   Dysregulation of Cyclin D proteins,  9   involved in cell 

cycle progression,  10   has also been noted in patients with MGUS as 

well as patients with multiple myeloma;  11   however, the process is 

varied and results from an accumulation of many events.  12   

 Population-based screening for MGUS has not been 

recommended, as advised by the European Myeloma Network  6   

and by a joint recommendation from the UK Myeloma Forum 

and Nordic Myeloma Study Group.  13   Both recommendations were 

produced through consultation with an expert panel, with Myeloma 

UK contributing to the UK Myeloma Forum recommendations. 

These guidelines suggest that, because there are no nontoxic, 

economically viable treatments available to prevent progression 

to multiple myeloma, knowledge of a potential premalignant 

condition without treatment to prevent progression might place an 

unnecessary burden on patients.  13   However, MGUS itself carries a 

risk of complications other than progression to myeloma (Table  1 ). 

Furthermore, several premalignant or potentially life-threatening 

conditions have been included in voluntary screening programmes, 

with evidence of improved patient outcomes;  33   for example, 

the aortic aneurysm screening programme.  34   Also, several Royal 

Colleges provide guidance to assist doctors to empower patients 

to understand risk during screening processes.  35,36   Is there now 

enough evidence to support screening in a general population?   
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because outcome studies of other asymptomatic haematological 

malignancies, such as follicular lymphoma,  42   had been negative. 

However, there are new therapies for myeloma and a treatment 

pipeline is being tested in clinical trials. Lenalidomide has been 

shown to improve time to progression in patients with high-risk 

smouldering multiple myeloma,  43   and early results assessing 

daratumumab, a human IgG1 monoclonal antibody (mAb) 

that binds with high affinity to CD38,  44   also suggest improved 

outcomes in these patients.  45   

 Even before these new therapies, studies have suggested 

better outcomes in patients with myeloma previously under 

follow-up for MGUS compared with those without a previous 

diagnosis,  46   including a population study that described a 

myeloma survival benefit in having a prior diagnosis of MGUS.  47   

These results were also analysed as a nested case-control study 

to allow for improvements in myeloma treatments over time 

and still showed improved survival with prior knowledge of 

MGUS.  47   

 A registry study suggested that MGUS follow-up is associated 

with fewer complications at diagnosis of active malignancy, 

including several myeloma-associated comorbidities.  48   MGUS 

itself has several recognised complications, and diagnosing this 

disease might similarly improve outcomes from MGUS-related 

complications. 

  Monitoring MGUS improves diagnostic delay in 
myeloma 

 MGUS occurs before multiple myeloma  1   and current guidance 

recommends that patients who are diagnosed with MGUS 

undergo specialist follow-up and annual monitoring, because 

the risk of progression to myeloma is 1% per year and does not 

decrease with time;  5   however, currently, we do not actively screen 

for MGUS. Although the timing of transformation to myeloma is 

unpredictable, patients can be risk stratified to increase monitoring 

of those with the highest risk of progression to malignant disease, 

including those with: a high serum monoclonal protein level 

(>15 g/L); a progressive increase in monoclonal protein over the 

first year after diagnosis; and an IgA or IgM non-IgG subtype of 

monoclonal protein.  37,38   

 There is considerable early morbidity and mortality in 

myeloma. This early mortality is often related to infection, with 

complications, such as renal failure and fracture, frequently 

present at, or soon after, diagnosis.  39   Compared with other cancers 

in the UK, myeloma has one of the longest diagnostic intervals,  40   

and this long pathway to diagnosis is associated with increased 

complications and later-stage disease at diagnosis.  41   

 Detecting MGUS should allow the earlier diagnosis of myeloma, 

but the utility of early diagnosis was questioned previously, 

MGUS
Monoclonal protein

spike <3 g/dL
Plasma cells (PC) <10% of

bone marrow
No CRAB features

Smouldering mul�ple
myeloma

Monoclonal protein
spike >3 g/dL

PC >10% of bone marrow
No CRAB features

Mul�ple myeloma
Monoclonal spike

PC >10% or plasmacytoma
CRAB features
Or PC >60% or
SFLC ra�o >100

Or more than one focal
lesion on MRI

 Fig 1.       Defi nition of multiple 
myeloma and precursor plasma cell 
disorders, including monoclonal 
gammopathy of undetermined 
signifi cance (adapted from 
International Myeloma Working 
Group defi nition). 2   CRAB = 

hypercalcaemia, renal impairment, 

anaemia, bone disease; MGUS = 

monoclonal gammopathy of 

undetermined signifi cance; MRI = 

magnetic resonance imaging; 

SFLC = serum free light chain  

 Table 1.      Known complications of MGUS, with relative risk compared with population, proposed underlying 
mechanism and available treatment options  a    

Complication Risk compared 
with population 

Suggested pathological mechanism Potential treatment 

Fracture  14  1.7 Increased osteoclast activity and bone 

resorption  15–18      

Bone protection with bisphosphonates

Osteoporosis  19   ,20 1.2 (or higher)

Infection  21,22  2.2 Hypogammaglobulinaemia  21    Reduction in specific 

antibody  23  

Early treatment of infective symptoms; 

vaccinations

Renal disease 24,25 Monoclonal Ig deposition disease,  24   –26  proliferative 

glomerulonephritis,  27   light-chain proximal 

tubulopathy 28 

Dependent on mechanism: chemotherapy

Neuropathy 19,29 5.9 (CIDP) 3.2 

(autonomic)

Antibodies against myelin-associated glycoprotein 

(MAG) in myelin sheath of peripheral nerves 30 

IV immunoglobulin; chemotherapy; 

rituximab (in clinical trials)

Thrombosis 31 2.1 Inflammation related: raised inflammatory 

mediators, including IL-6 32 

Consideration of thromboprophylaxis in 

high-risk situations

    a The known complications of MGUS, with relative risk compared with the general population given where available from current studies (as referenced) and 

treatment options.   
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 MGUS-related complications 

  Bone disease 

 Although the presence of bone disease, particularly lytic bone 

lesions, is used as a marker of end-organ damage representative 

of myeloma, patients with MGUS are also at increased risk of 

osteoporosis and skeletal fracture. 

 The rate of vertebral fractures in MGUS is higher than in controls,  39   

with a 1.7 times higher risk of fracture over 5 years in MGUS.  14   There 

was no significant difference in the risk of fracture depending on 

the Ig class of MGUS or on the concentration of paraprotein. This 

suggests that all patients with MGUS, including those classified as 

having ‘low-risk’ MGUS, have an increased risk of fracture. 

 This increased risk of skeletal fracture appears to be related to 

alterations in bone metabolism, decreased bone mineral density 

and osteoporosis.  49   Indeed, one study described only 20% of 

patients with MGUS having normal bone mineral density, whereas 

53.8% were osteopaenic and 26.2% had osteoporosis, and those 

with lower bone mineral density were more likely to have had 

vertebral fractures.  50   

 Compared with matched controls, patients with MGUS have 

more porous cortical bone,  51   and lower trabecular thickness, which 

can affect bone strength.  52   Studies have also suggested that 

MGUS is associated with abnormal bone turnover, with increased 

bone resorption,  15,17   and higher levels of macrophage protein 

1-alpha (MIP-1α), which increases osteoclast function.  52   

 Some small studies have demonstrated that bisphosphonates 

can be used to treat osteoporosis in patients with MGUS, reducing 

the risk of skeletal fracture. A study suggested that patients with 

MGUS and osteoporosis treated with alendronate demonstrated 

a mean improvement in bone mineral density at the lumbar 

spine,  53   a finding that has been replicated.  20   Therefore, a 

diagnosis of MGUS and appropriate screening for osteoporosis 

could enable effective treatment. However, current guidelines do 

not recommend specific screening for osteoporosis in patients 

with MGUS, and further trials to determine the health benefit and 

economics of screening are needed.  

  Infection 

 Patients with MGUS are at increased risk of infection, with an 

incidence ratio of bacteraemia of 2.2 compared with expected 

rates based on age- and sex-matched registry data.  21   This 

increased risk of infection could have several underlying 

mechanisms. Evidence of hypogammaglobulinaemia is found in a 

quarter of patients with MGUS.  21   Levels of specific antibody have 

also been shown to be lower in patients with MGUS compared 

with controls, including antibody to  Staphylococcus ,  Moraxella , 

varicella zoster virus, and  Candida .  23   

 Recognition of this increased infection risk allows management 

by early antibiotic use, vaccination, and referral for specialist 

input in recurrent infections. Trials of vaccination in patients 

with myeloma have been small, but suggest that 40–50% of 

patients display protective antibody levels following vaccination.  54   

Response rates are higher in patients with MGUS  22   and early 

vaccination before transformation to myeloma could confer a 

degree of long-term protection in this already ‘at-risk’ group. 

Once again, guidelines do not currently recommend a specific 

vaccination programme for patients with MGUS, and trials 

would be needed to assess the benefit of vaccination in reducing 

infection rates.  

  Renal disease 

 Similar to myeloma, MGUS is a cause of renal impairment and, 

although the presence of renal disease is used as a diagnostic 

criterion for multiple myeloma, renal impairment has also been 

shown to occur in patients who do not meet the other criteria 

necessary for a diagnosis of myeloma as per the International 

Myeloma Working Group (IMWG) criteria.  26,27   The renal 

complications associated with MGUS are so well recognised that 

it is referred to as ‘monoclonal gammopathy of renal significance’ 

to indicate the causal relationship between the monoclonal 

gammopathy and renal damage.  55   

 Mechanisms include monoclonal immunoglobulin deposition 

disease,  25,26   proliferative glomerulonephritis resulting from 

deposition of monoclonal IgG,  27   and light-chain proximal 

tubulopathy.  28   Reducing monoclonal protein production by 

treatment with chemotherapy can improve outcomes. Untreated, 

light-chain deposition disease leads to end-stage renal disease in 

63% of patients within 5 years, and the subsequent requirement 

for dialysis or transplantation, with its associated morbidity and 

mortality. Patients with monoclonal protein-related renal disease 

have a high risk of disease recurrence post transplantation if the 

underlying monoclonal protein is not treated.  28   A small study 

assessing outcomes in those with light-chain deposition disease 

showed that 60% of those who were treated with chemotherapy 

when their creatinine was <354 μmol/L either maintained or 

improved their renal function.  25   However, further research is 

needed into the impact of treating MGUS-related renal disease 

with chemotherapy, because there is some concern that early 

treatment might lead to the selection of treatment-resistant clones 

and, therefore, treatment-resistant disease.  56   Careful assessment 

is needed in those with MGUS who develop renal impairment, to 

determine whether this is related to the MGUS itself or to other, 

more common causes in this population with multiple comorbidities.  

  Neuropathy 

 MGUS can also cause neuropathy with an increased risk of 

chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy and 

autonomic neuropathy.  19   MGUS producing an IgM monoclonal 

protein is more commonly associated with neuropathy than is 

IgG- or IgA-producing disease  57   because IgM can interact as an 

antibody against myelin-associated glycoprotein in the myelin 

sheath of peripheral nerves.  30   Several treatment options have 

been suggested for IgM paraprotein-associated neuropathy, 

including intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg), chemotherapy 

and rituximab,  29   with reported improvements in disability 

after 4 weeks in a small, short-term trial of IVIg treatment.  58   

A small randomised controlled trial of cyclophosphamide and 

prednisolone versus placebo did not show any improvement in 

functional outcomes, but suggested benefits in terms of sensation 

and muscle strength,  59   and two small randomised controlled 

studies of rituximab showed some improvement in symptoms.  60,61   

However, assessment by further larger trials is needed.  

  Thrombosis 

 As with other recognised complications of myeloma, the risk of 

venous thrombosis is increased in patients with MGUS;  32   however, 

routine anti-thrombotic prophylactic treatment is not currently 

recommended.  6     
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  Should we routinely screen for MGUS? 

 Currently, there is evidence that MGUS monitoring could lead to 

improvements in myeloma outcomes, although this evidence is 

limited. Also, there is evidence that the complications associated 

with MGUS are preventable and/or manageable and screening for 

MGUS might be justified on this basis alone. 

 Screening programmes within the NHS in the UK are evaluated by 

the National Screening Committee,  62   and are implemented after 

consultation and assessment against specific criteria based around 

five broad areas: the medical condition in question; the method of 

testing; the interventions available; proposed screening programme 

itself; and how the programme would be implemented. 

  The medical condition 

 Screening programmes identify conditions that are an ‘important 

health problem’, particularly those that are common or serious.  63   

Although rates of MGUS are low, it is associated with severe 

complications and can progress to malignancy. There is also 

increasing knowledge of the natural history of the disease, 

although more research is needed to allow identification of those 

patients with MGUS that will progress to myeloma.  

  The method of testing 

 The method of testing for MGUS fulfils most of the required 

elements for a screening test; a safe, simple, validated screening 

blood test, which is performed in a way acceptable to the target 

population.  63    

  The intervention available 

 Screening criteria requires evidence that intervention at a 

presymptomatic stage improves outcomes. There is increasing 

evidence of the risk of complications and need for intervention in 

MGUS, and MGUS remains a condition that is largely identified 

in asymptomatic patients. There is concern that diagnosing a 

premalignant condition might cause unnecessary anxiety, as 

seen in patients with ductal carcinoma  in situ  (DCIS).  64   However, 

in a system focused on patient-centred care and shared decision 

making, further public and patient involvement could determine 

whether screening would be acceptable.  

  Proposed screening programme 

 There is currently no robust evidence available showing 

direct benefits from screening for MGUS. National screening 

recommendations ask for ‘high quality randomised controlled 

trials’ showing impacts on morbidity or mortality; however, there 

have been no published randomised trials in MGUS screening or 

follow-up. These studies would be challenging and costly, requiring 

a large study population followed up over a prolonged period. The 

economic and health service impact of MGUS screening also needs 

to be considered.  63   The cost of any potential screening programme 

could be reduced by narrowing the population in which screening 

is implemented and, indeed, this is a common practice during 

screening. For example, aortic aneurysm screening is currently 

offered to all men in England at the age of 65.  65   For MGUS, targeted 

screening would be supported through identification of a high-risk 

population where the rate of MGUS is higher, for instance in those 

with comorbidities that are known to be associated with MGUS.  

  Implementation of the screening programme 

 An MGUS screening programme would require a clear 

pathway for local follow-up and investigation of identified 

patients. This is particularly important because the tests 

being performed have the potential to identify patients with 

smouldering myeloma, as well as active multiple myeloma, 

which can be asymptomatic at diagnosis, and might be 

diagnosed incidentally.  66   Other B cell-related haematological 

malignancies, such as lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma, might 

also be identified. 

 Such a pathway would require healthcare infrastructure on a 

national basis, as well as collaboration between many different 

teams, including primary and secondary care.  67   To justify the 

needed investment, the pathways would require a robust evidence 

base that balances the cost of a programme against any potential 

healthcare savings. Research would also have to inform how often 

screening should be repeated.  

  Does MGUS meet the criteria for screening? 

 The accumulating evidence around MGUS, its impact on health 

and the ability to reduce or mitigate health impacts supports 

the proposal that MGUS fulfils many of the criteria needed to 

implement a screening programme. However, there are some 

criteria where further evidence is needed, including larger trials 

of the management of MGUS-related complications and the 

economic impact of the disease and its diagnosis. Although long-

term follow-up studies of patients with MGUS might provide some 

of this evidence, this is likely to take many years.   

  Conclusion 

 Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance carries 

a risk of progression to myeloma and is associated with several 

complications, including renal impairment, infection and 

fracture, which can have not only significant morbidity but also 

potential treatments. Current guidelines do not recommend 

routine testing without clinical suspicion of MGUS and the 

detection rates are low, with significant diagnostic delay. As a 

condition, MGUS now fulfils many criteria needed to recommend 

population screening, but more evidence is needed regarding 

the wider health burden related to MGUS. Perhaps it is time to 

rethink our current policies to reflect our new understanding of 

this condition; however, until screening is adopted, diagnosis will 

continue to rely on clinicians having a high index of suspicion 

in patients who present with the complications of MGUS or 

myeloma. ■  
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